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Playing for
tho planet
X
JON ROGERS/Mustang Daily
Hoik rocker Jill Knight and members of her oand 
Avocado Sundee wrapped up Earth Week 
Saturday night at the San Luis Obispo Veterans
Memorial Building.
JON ROGERS/Mustang Daily
Annual health 
conference will 
come to Poly
■ Seventeen California colleges 
will attend the student-run event
By Kelly Ciregor
Staff Writer
“Peer health — within and without” is the theme 
of a conference that will be held in the University 
Union on April 20.
Students from 17 different colleges in California, 
including Cal Poly Pomona, UC Santa Barbara, 
UCLA and Stanford, will attend the conference.
Carrick Ferini, a biochemistry senior, has been 
working on the event since last spring. Since then, 
it has developed into her senior project.
Ferini said about 120 students are expected at 
the conference for peer health educators, counselors 
and advisers.
The conference is an annual event that began 
two years ago at Stanford. While attending the 
event last year at UC Davis, Ferini said she volun­
teered to have Cal Poly be the host this year.
Syma Iqbal, also a biochemistry senior, is help­
ing Ferini organize the event. Iqbal and Ferini are 
both peer health educators at Cal Poly.
Saturday’s conference will feature professional 
speakers, including several of Cal Poly’s faculty and 
staff. Some of the topics covered will be multicul- 
turalism, coping with grief, and self-esteem, with a 
discussion panel on violence and dating also 
scheduled.
Ferini said a special attraction of the day will be 
the Kaleidoscope Theatre, a UCLA group that has 
traveled around the country providing health 
education through the performance of plays.
The goal of the conference, Ferini said, is to 
spread ideas about improving peer health educa­
tion programs and to start similar programs at 
schools that don’t have th jm.
Donna Darmody, Cal Poly health educator, said 
that other schools look up to Cal Poly’s program.
See HKALTII, page 12
Cyclists fly at Cal Poly criterium
■ Challenging course lures the best of college racers to Poly 'Classic'
By Michael Belgard
Stall Writer____
It was a day of breakaway 
wnners at the Cal Poly Classic 
Critorium on Sunday.
In the men’s A race. Cal Poly’s 
own Rich Keenan, a mechanical 
engineering senior, and Fuller­
ton State’s Jeff Kress broke away 
from the competition on the first
lap of the race and rode side by 
side until lap 49. With only one 
lap to go t6-ess sprinted away 
from Keenan and crossed the 
finish line alone.
“I knew he was stronger,” said 
Keenan. “I knew he would win. I 
was just happy to hang with him 
and finish second. My team was
blocking the whole race.”
Kress said, “I just put it in a 
bigger gear and hammered. 
Keenan has a strong team be­
hind him. ^ u  could feel that 
they were holding back the 
chases.”
Keenan also credited his 
teamnates for his strong finish.
See WHEELMEN, page 12
Women meet to raise cultural awareness
By Christy Rinauro
Staff Writer
The need to create cultural 
awareness and a mutual under­
standing between different eth­
nic backgrounds brought 15 
women together last Thursday to 
form a discussion group focusing
on these issues.
Student coordinator Purvee 
Shah said a need for cultural 
awareness on campus is definite. 
Shah said she knew of several 
groups on campus, which formed 
for specific cultures but wanted 
to create a place where women of
every culture could converge to 
‘jhare experiences. These groups 
also  aim ed a t  red u c in g  
prejudices while giving and gain­
ing support among newfound 
friends.
Sec PREJUDICES, page 12
New eSU head will bring 
business skills to office
■ Barry Munitz will try to shake his shady 
reputation as he tackles system’s problems.
LOS ANGELES (AP) — 
Barry Munitz, who is trading 
the corporate life for the role of 
California State University 
chancellor, is expected to bring 
his business savvy to bear on 
the system’s problems.
Munitz, who takes control of 
the 20-campus system on Aug. 
1, is giving up the board vice- 
chairman position with Hous­
ton-based Maxxam Inc. that 
paid him more than twice the 
$175,000-a-year chancellor’s 
salary.
“It IS much harder in a cor­
porate setting to feel you are 
making an improvement to 
people,” Munitz said. “But in 
the university, particularly one 
like eSU, you are much more 
involved in a whole myriad of 
s<x;ial issues.”
Munitz, 49, ha.s an academic 
background: Before he joined 
Maxxam in 1982, he was the 
chancellor of the University of 
Houston’s main campus. He 
holds a doctorate from Prin- 
Scc eSU, page 12
fiSI open forum...
for president and chairman of the board 
candidates today at 11 a.m. in the 
University Union plaza.
Vot« Wednesday or Thursday.
You must have your spring quarter sticker 
on your I.D. to be eligible.
Poll locations:
Agriculture bridge * Dexter lawn
Science North and * U.U. plaza
Fisher Science plaza * P.O. Kiosk 
Campus Store or
Agricultural Sciences Building plaza
yVednesday's weather:
Mostly sunny.
Highs: low 60s 
Lows: 30s to 40s
nw winds 20 mph 
4 ft. seas nw swells 6 ft.
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Editorial Endorsements
President
It was a tough choice.
The three candidates running for ASI president have 
been university leaders in and out of ASI. All have uni­
que qualities to contribute to the position. All would do 
an excellent job representing Cal Poly in the mostly 
public-relations position of president. But after careful 
consideration, we feel one candidate stands out.
The Mustang Daily editorial staff endorses Adam 
Taylor for ASI president.
We are pleased with Tbylor’s performance this past 
year. We appreciate his openness to students and dedica­
tion to the position of student advocate in the budget 
mess the California State University system currently 
faces. With a year behind him, Taylor can continue these 
endeavors without an orientation process, because he al­
ready knows the system. The Mustang Daily editorial 
staff suggests you vote Adam Taylor for ASI president.
Chairman of the Board
Mustang Daily recommends Dennis Albiani for Chair­
man of the Board. Albiani has experience within ASI that 
is necessary to running a successful Board of Directors. 
Albiani is familiar with the procedures and channels 
through which ASI decisions must pass. This year, 24 out 
of 27 directors will be up for election. This means that 
the Board of Directors will need extra guidance. This 
guidance must come from someone who knows ASI. Den­
nis Albiani knows ASI.
For more information about the 
candidates running for ASi president 
and chairman of the board, please 
attend today's open forum at 11 a.m. 
in the University Union plaza.
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An open letter about...
David Kapic
How many times have you 
heard the phrase, “If elected, I 
ptoinise to...?” And you then suy 
to yourself, “Wow! TTris person is 
really going to make it happen 
for us this year." W’ell, think 
about it. How many times have 
these candidates actually pulled 
through? And how many times 
has your school life dramatically 
changed once these candidates 
were elected?
I personally have been very 
involved in various aspects of
student life at Cal Poly. I have 
actively participated in ASI for 
three years, serving on the ASI 
president’s executive staff the 
Inst two years I’m familiar with 
ASI and its top officers. Over the 
years I’ve learned what it takes 
to be an effective president and 
what one can actually ac­
complish in the role of president.
This year the answer is 
simple. I have worked closely 
with throe different ASI presi­
dents, and I can confidently say 
that David Knpic will be a very 
successful ASI president. I have
worked next to Dave throughout 
the year on the ASI executive 
staff, and I know what he is 
capable of. Not only is he a deter­
mined lender, but he is also a 
man of integrity — one who 
stands behind his word and one 
who can be trusted. Dave sees 
things how they really are. He 
recognizes his limitations and 
works with them.
Don’t be fixded — the ASI 
president cannot move bridges, 
nor can they lower tuition fees, 
guarantee athletics or build 
parking garages. Just like any 
See KAPIC, page 4
Kim Forrester
Cal Poly students must be in­
formed about why we need to 
elect Kim Forrester to be our 
next ASI president. As a member 
of the ASI Board of Directors and 
the Panhellenic Association, I 
have had the opportunity to see 
and work with Kim in both of 
these organizations.
As a leader, Kim has managed 
to combine a service-minded at­
titude with a constant ability to 
provide effective results. Kim
has instigated and been respon­
sible for many necessary changes 
wthin both of these organiza­
tions. Kim’s changes exceed all 
expectations and set a new pace.
Currently on the ASI execu­
tive staff, Kim has already begun 
to “close the gap” between ASI 
and the students. By providing a 
better understanding of ASI and 
its functions, Kim is working to 
bring ASI to the students. Creat­
ing and developing “ASI 
Presents...A Week For U.U.” 
Kim provided an opportunity for 
Cal Poly students to participate 
and understand the many dif­
ferent aspects of ASI.
Her conceptualizing and 
management skills have con- 
tribuU'd greatly to the success of 
her projects. She has the unique 
ability to apply a humanistic side 
in bringing people and resources 
together in the most effective 
way. Her progressive outl(X)k in­
sures that she is not afraid to 
challenge the status quo to 
achieve the best results.
In the years that I have 
known Kim, I have experienced 
her open-minded, down-to-earth 
personality. I feel these traits are
See FORRK.STKR, page 4
Adam Taylor
In the upcoming academic 
year there are several issues that 
we, as students, must be 
prepared to address effectively. 
The most important of which is 
the continuing fiscal budget 
crisis of California and within 
the eSU system.
The cuts that will happen will 
effect every student’s educational 
career through reduced faculty, 
support staff and reduced hours 
for services like Records, Evalua­
tions and the Placement Center.
This is an issue that requires 
careful student consideration 
and experienced leadership 
within ASI.
Our image and relationship 
with the City of San Luis Obispo 
must also continue to grow and 
develop in order to put the Poly 
Royal incident behind us. We 
must continue to work to remove 
the “us vs. them” stigma and find 
a middle ground that serves both 
our needs.
We, as students, must also 
continue to be concerned with 
our environment. Recycled paper
efforts on campus need to con­
tinue to grow and Styrofoam 
products on campus should Im? 
addressed.
ASI needs to be effective and 
organized in its approach to 
these problems as many can only 
be solved over several years. 
Within ASI there is going to be a 
great turnover of your represen­
tatives on the Board of Directors 
and the many subcommittees 
that serve your interests. The 
turnover hurts our ability to 
responsively represent the stu­
dent body because of the time it
Sec TAYLOR, page 4
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Turkey begins moving 
Kurds from mountains
ISIKVEREN, Turkey (AP) — Turkey on 
Monday began moving thousands of ill and 
starving Iraqi Kurds from this mountainous 
border settlement to camps farther inside 
Turkey where they will be closer to relief 
supplies.
Iraq, meanwhile, claimed that thousands 
of the refugees had begun to return home. 
But a Turkish official said the Kurds were 
still coming across the border and that their 
number could soon reach 700,000.
Reporters on Iraq’s border with Iran and 
Turkey said that thousands of refugees con­
tinued to stream out of the troubled country.
“Iraq is my homeland. I was born there 
and I want to die there,” said Dia Sindi, a 
17-year old Kurd in this tent city of 160,000 
refugees. “If they kill Saddam I will go back,” 
he said.
Sindi was among 2,100 refugees moved 
down from this 7,200-fooL plateau to a new 
camp near the township of Silopi, 36 miles 
inside Turkey. The new camp will have 
water, electricity and medical supplies. The 
tent settlement will have a 400-bed hospital, 
64 doctors and 129 medical personnel. 
Health Minister Halil Sivgin said.
The order to move the refugees 
represented a major policy shift for Presi­
dent Turgut Ozal’s government, which 
previously kept refugees in the mountains, 
saying it could not deal with the influx.
The Istanbul newspaper Hurriyet said 
Turkey allowed the refugees deeper into the 
country after President Bush reportedly as­
sured Ozal that the refugees would return to 
Iraq when Saddam Hussein’s government 
; collapsed.
Turkish officials stressed that the reset­
tlement was temporary.
Nation State
Cheney denies charge 
of political favoritism
WASHINGTON (AP) — Defense 
Secretary Dick Cheney rejected congres­
sional charges Monday that politics played a 
role in his proposal to close 43 U.S. military 
bases and scale back 28 other installations.
“When I made the announcement . . .  I did 
not know at that time which bases fell in 
which members’ districts. I did not want to 
know,” the Pentagon chief told the Base 
Closure and Realignment Commission.
Cheney said he wanted to avoid accusa­
tions that the list is based on political affilia­
tion, but charges of partisanrhip surfaced 
even before the recommendation was official­
ly announced on Friday.
“I don’t know what those people are 
thinking about but it almost looks like the 
Democratic strongholds have been hit the 
worst,” said Rep. Joe Moakley, D-Mass., who 
complained about the proposed closure of 
Fort Devens.
Among the major base closings are Fort 
Ord in California, located in the district of 
House Budget Chairman Leon Panetta, D- 
Calif., and the Philadelphia Naval Shipyard 
in the home state of House Assistant 
Democratic Leader Bill Gray and in the dis­
trict of Democratic Rep. Thomas Foglietta.
Cheney responded that the California 
governor, Pete Wilson, and one senator, John 
Seymour, are Republicans while GOP Sen. 
Arlen Specter represents Pennsylvania.
“This is a good faith effort ... without con­
sideration to the party of the members who 
represent the districts,” Cheney told the 
commission at a Capitol Hill hearing.
The eight-member, independent panel has 
until July 1 to decide whether to approve or 
amend Cheney’s proposed list of military 
base closings.
Marion Barry speaks 
against drug abuse
PASADENA, Calif. (AP) — Former 
Washington Mayor Marion Barry, proclaim­
ing his 15th month of sobriety, said 
Americans need to examine their values and 
eschew materialism.
Barry told 200 parishioners at the New 
Revelation Missionary Baptist Church on 
Sunday that drugs are a menace.
“It’s no secret. I got caught up in the so- 
called fast lane,” Barry said. “After awhile I 
believed that I was seven feet tall. I began to 
believe that I could actually do all the things 
they said I could do.
“But the truth is that I and all public offi­
cials can hurt, that we pain just like 
everyone else, and to say or do anything that 
doesn’t reflect that reality is a lie.”
The ex-mayor said his newfound, drug- 
free clarity inspired him to speak out against 
drug abuse and urban violence.
Bany charged that because the media 
promotes materialism, young people growing 
up in ghettos and barrios strive to attain a 
lifestyle that is beyond their economic 
means.
“Most of us are trying to live the Madison 
Avenue kind of life,” Barry said. “Even if we 
find it unattainable, we still strive for it. We 
have become consumed by desires and things 
that we don’t need and can’t afford.”
Drug addiction, Barry said, threatens the 
ability of a neighborhood to reach and help 
those who are in trouble and in need of assis­
tance.
“You come home and you find your TV and 
VCR stolen by some addict and you get 
angry at them,” Barry said. “But just at the 
moment you’re getting mad, you should 
make yourself reach’ out and not pass judg­
ment against them.”
Cutting loose 
at AS I Outings’ 
yearly ranch trip
Have you ever dreamed 
about doing just about any­
thing you wanted for a 
weekend on a 2,000-acre 
ranch with about 50 to 80 
other people?
ASI Outings is providing 
the opportunity for people to 
do just that this weekend in 
its 23rd Annual Ranch Trip.
ASI Outings adviser Rod 
Nfeubert said the trip is held 
on his parents’ ranch in the 
Santa Lucia Mountains be­
tween Salinas and Monterey.
This excursion gives people 
the chance to hike, play vol­
leyball and Frisbee golf, dip 
into a freezing pool or a warm 
spa, do kayak rolling, canoe­
ing and simulated caving 
while at the ranch on Friday 
and Saturday.
In addition, Neubert said 
the group may stop at Pin­
nacles National Park for in­
troductory rock climbing, 
caving and hiking on Sunday.
While at the ranch, people 
have the opportunity to do 
“whatever you feel like 
Sec TRAVEL, page 4
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Civil engineering team wins 3rd straight title
By Michele Morris
Staff Writer
Cal Poly’s chapter of the 
American Society of Civil En­
gineers (ASCE) came out on top 
for the third year in a row at the 
society’s Pacific Southwest 
Division competition held over 
the first weekend of April.
“The Pacific Southwest region 
is one of the strongest in the na­
tion,” said adviser J.S. De Na­
tal e.
Thirty members of the club
traveled to Cal State Fullerton 
on April 5 for a weekend com­
petition with about 600 students 
from 19 universities in Arizona, 
Nevada and Southern California.
“The competition was tougher 
this year,” said civil engineering 
senior Walterio Lr)pez. “People 
were really upset because we 
beat Fullerton by 42 points. They 
didn’t want us to be the cham­
pions again.”
Civil engineering senior Una 
Gilmartin said, “A victory proves 
that a sch(K)l knows all the areas
KAPIC
From page 2
president, the ASI president has 
checks and limitations on power.
Dave Kapic realizes this and 
will utilize this position and his 
abilities to their fullest potential 
to represent the student body. 
Dave will give you strong leader­
ship and unity.
Dave has worked his way 
through his college career and 
thus realizes the importance of 
the current budget crisis on stu­
dents. What he will give you is 
thorough representation and lob­
bying efforts to express these 
concerns to our legislature. Dave 
also recognizes our concerns over 
the athletic issue. He’ll give you 
representation to top sch(X)l ad­
ministrators to see that our 
needs and wants are expressed. 
But, what he won’t give you is in­
flated promises.
Dave has proven his leader­
ship time and time again. This
FORRESTER
From page 2
what makes Kim the most 
qualified candidate for Cal Poly’s 
next ASI president.
Lcasa Jacobson
ASI B oard  o f  D irec to r
Panhellenic Association
J u lie  Sok o l
ASI Academic Coordinator
FREE EDUCATIONAL SEMINAR
Getting Right
with
Food
Have you tried many diets and still 
don’t like your body? Do you think 
something is wrong with how much 
or how often you eat? Do you want 
to develop a more healthy attitude
about food?
Join Sharon Rippner, PhD,
licensed clinical psychologist, to 
explore a more rational approach 
to dealing with food and living life.
Thursday, April 18th, 10:00—Noon
at the
Cedar Vista Hospital Resource Center
1103 Johnson Avenue 
Corner of Johnson & Higuera in SLO
CEDAR
VISTA
HOSPITAI.
RESOURCE CENTER
1103 Johnson Avenue, i f  
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401 
(8051 541 8862 
(800) 338 8222
An Affrl)4te of MCA Psychiitr-c Company
To register or for 
more information 
call 541-8862
of civil engineering.”
Members of the team won a 
total of seven awards: Gilmartin 
t(X)k second place for a technical 
paper on chemical attack 
mechanisms in concrete; civil en­
gineering seniors Eric Kasper, 
Ed Lopez, Larry Fellows, Randy 
Loft and Lopez won first place in 
the design category for their 
600-foot bridge presentation; 
civil en g in ee rin g  sen io r 
Elizabeth Oman and mechanical 
engineering senior Kristi Hub- 
bell won third place in the
TRAVEL
year on the ASI executive staff 
as the director of community 
relations, Dave has taken a 
strong stand for Cal Poly stu­
dents in community issues and 
has built a comfortable rapport 
with city officials, which he will 
continue in the up>coming year. 
M o r e o v e r ,  D a v e  h a s  
dem onstrated his abilities 
recently in coordinating ASI’s 
Good Neighbor Day, which in­
volved both student body and 
city cooperation.
Dave has outstanding charac­
ter and works well with those 
around him, whether they are 
students, like you and I, univer­
sity administrators, faculty or 
city p>ersonnel. He is the type of 
persijn who will listen to us and 
truly make strides in implement­
ing programs that students 
want.
Dave understands the posi­
tion of ASI president, and he 
knows what it will take to fulfill 
that position to the best of his 
ability. Don’t be fooled by 
promises. Vote for someone you 
can trust. Vote Dave Kapic ASI 
president.
TAYLOR
womens’ concrete canoe race, and 
seniors Valerie Green, Lawrence 
Mangindin and Chris Stout 
earned second place in the mixed 
concrete canoe race.
The students had designed 
and built the canoes themselves 
about a month and a half before 
the competition.
Fellows won third place in the 
strength division of the Popsicle 
stick bridge contest. Civil en­
gineering senior Dave Stikkers 
won third place for accuracy in 
the concrete Frisbee contest. A
weighs about 
is molded to a
concrete Frisbee 
one pound and 
paper plate.
Civil engineering seniors Den­
nis Lachaine, Mark Miller, Tim 
Ruiz and Jeff Falero won second 
place in the surveying competi­
tion.
Lopez and Gilmartin attribute 
much of the club’s success to its 
adviser.
The annual competition is 
supported financially by about 40 
professional engineering firniß 
De Natale said.
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doing,” Neubert said. “We make 
it relaxed and fun, we put no 
pressure on people.
“We do lots of different things. 
Tlie ranch has a lot of potential. 
We do what we feel like.”
Neubert said some of the 
ranch’s recreational features in­
clude seven lakes, a pool and spa 
area overlooking the Salinas Val- 
Ic'y, climbing ropes and equip­
ment to set up a simulated cave, 
'fhe ranch also features plenty of 
typical ranch animals.
“It’s a full-on ranch,” Neubert 
said. “It has horses, cattle, chic’x- 
ens, ducks, geese ... Some stu­
dents just enjoy seeing the fai*m 
animals.”
Neubert said Ranch Trip ac 
commodations are flexible
enough to satisfy even the pick­
iest of people.
“Most people camp out, but we 
also have a l an ;h house for 
people to sleep in,” he said.
“One year it rained, and so 
everyone slept in the bam on the 
hay. We were woken by a roc'ster 
at 5:30 in the morning.”
Neubert said one of the best 
features of the trip is the f(X)d.
“We have a big barbecue pit 
and have fabulous multicourse 
meals,” he said, adding that they 
also enjoy homemade ice cream 
while at the ranch.
Limited space is not a factor 
for the Riinch Trip. Neubert said 
ASI Outings usually aims to take 
about 50 people on the trip, but 
have taken as many as 80 before.
Neubert said his parents don’t 
even have to lift a finger to help
out with the masses of people 
that come to the ranch ever> 
year.
“We (ASI Outings) pull of) 
something like this with great 
ease. My parents don’t have to c o 
anything to help.”
Neubert said this trip is 
usually held during the fall, but 
ASI Outings is holding this trip 
to take advantage of prime con­
ditions.
“It’s spring — everythin > is 
green, lush, and there are a lot of 
wildflowers right now.”
Neubert said the trip is optn 
to everybody. The cost, including 
transportation by van, is $20 per 
person. People interested in
going on the Ranch 'IVip s.'.ould 
contact ASI Outings by Thursd. ) 
afternoon.
From page 2
will take all these new represen­
tatives to learn what their 
responsibilities are. The ASI 
needs continuity in its leadership 
and adv(x:acy for its issues so we 
can make progress towards 
them. Re-electing me as our ASI 
P*'esident will give us the con­
tinuity we have lacked in the 
past.
I feel that ns your president, I 
do a great job of being accessible, 
honest and open. I do not belong 
to any other organizations that I 
have to share my time with. 1 
have been dedicated solely to 
serving the students of this cam­
pus and completing the tasks you 
asked me to.
This year I doubled the num­
ber of community relations posi­
tions on my staff and increased 
the membership of the Student
Community Liaison Committee 
which I am chairman of to keep 
our image in the community. I 
created the first ever ethnic rela­
tions position on my staff and in­
corporated an ethnic studies 
program into the Educational 
Equity Plan. We have begun 
work on a better child care 
facility for students with 
children. Under my leadership, 
myself and my staff have 
reduced the amount of travel 
compared to previous ad­
ministrators, to save student 
money.
In regards to the budget 
crisis, I have lead two delega­
tions to Sacramento and I, 
myself, have attended the CSU 
Trustees meeting to voice con­
cern for Cal Poly’s students and 
our programs. My office authored 
two resolutions concerning the
need for higher education fünf) 
ing and financial aid which were 
sent to out legislators in 
Sacramento. The budget issue i.- 
a complex issue, and through m> 
eight months of work with Presi­
dent Baker, the CSU system, the 
California State Student As­
sociation and our representatives 
in Sacramento, I think I am a 
qualified and knowledgeable 
person to represent your con 
corns and priorities.
With all the knowledge I’vi 
acquired, the networks I’ve es­
tablished and my demonstrated 
effectiveness and responsivenes> 
to your needs, I think I am the 
best person to provide you with 
the continuity that you need a 
our next ASI president.
Adam Taylor
ASI President
ods t l l l  c k ’ so
irop in
to our new location . . .
(at the corner of Osos & Higuera streets)
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W O O D S T O C K ' S  P I Z Z A
TWO 12” CHEESE PIZZAS 
ONLY $9.99!
(Additional toppings extra each pizza)
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HEALTH PREJUDICES
From page 1
“We’re well respected in the 
state,” Darmody said, and she 
has an award to prove it. Last 
year, the Department of Health 
and Human Services recognized 
Cal Poly as having one of the top 
five health promotion programs 
in the state.
Darmody said that conferen­
ces such as this help to achieve 
this kind of recognition. *
“This is the first time Cal Poly 
undertook this,” Darmody said, 
“and the response has been ex­
cellent.” She said that this con­
ference is unique in that it is 
completely run by students, for 
students. It is scheduled from 10 
a.m. until 5 p.m.
Local merchants are also con­
tributing to the conference, Iqbal 
said. “Lucky is donating juice, 
and some local farmers are 
donating some food. The com­
munity has helped a lot,” Iqbal 
said.
All the students involved with 
peer health education work on a 
volunteer basis, Darmody said. 
“They don’t even get a free heal­
th card,” she added.
From page 1
“This group is a place to go to 
talk about different issues and to 
bring an awareness about cul­
tural differences,” Shah said.
Shah said the Cal Poly stu­
dents that attended came from 
different cultures for many dif­
ferent reasons.
“I felt people were coming 
mainly because some needed 
fnends, some needed a place to 
talk ahouk. issues and some 
wanted to learn about other cul­
tures,” she said.
Guest speaker Donald Ryujin,
a professor in the psychology and 
human development department, 
said the group is supportive, 
educational and will reduce 
prejudices.
“This is a place where dif­
ferences are appreciated rather 
than denigrated, so I will be root­
ing for you,” he said.
Ryujin told the group his 
seven-year experience teaching 
in an Indian city where he was 
the only Japanese person in the 
entire town aids him in easily 
relating to the group’s purpose. 
He said their formation will
bring about a change.
“The only way to reduce and 
combat ethnocentricism is on an 
equal status, cooperative basis,” 
he said. “I know this will 
broaden you in terms of culture.” 
Shah said that since the 
group is in an organizational 
stage, its participants will decide 
what type of program it will fol­
low in the next few meetings.
The group will meet today at 
11 a.m. at the lower level of the 
Health Center. For further infor­
m ation co n tac t Shah a t 
756-2600.
WHEELMEN CSU
From page 1
Todd Hoefer, a physical educa­
tion senior, led the chase group 
for Poly. Hoefe.' finished third 
after he and UCSB’s Eric Cech, a 
pre-race favorite, broke from the 
chase group. Tfiat breakaway 
was a rematch of last year’s top 
two riders.
“I knew he was strong. I 
wanted revenge for last year. We 
broke away last year and I died 
on the last lap,” Hoefer said.
Cech, who finished fourth, 
said “I was kind of scared on the 
back straight. It’s so narrow. 
This made up for last year when 
I got him on the last lap.”
Riders had to deal with a dif­
ficult .6 mile course around the 
red brick dorms. Tlie course chal­
lenged racers with a steep uphill 
climb to the start/finish line.
Race winner Kress said that 
to him the Cal Poly Classic is the 
biggest collegiate race. “This is 
the one. You have quality racers, 
the best crowd. I really liked it.”
In the women’s A race, Sarah 
Green of UC Davis streaked 
away from a six-rider lead pack 
that had to fight a heavy wind on 
the start/finish straightaway. 
Green got some blocking help 
from her teammate Helene 
Drunim, who finished ihiid. 
Debra Gunnerson of San Diego 
State finished second.
In the men’s B race, Chris­
topher Moura of UCLA broke 
away from Cal Poly’s Esteban 
Chavez, an English freshman, 
Keith Hoefer, a materials en­
gineering junior, and Patrick 
O’Neal of UC San Diego for the 
victory.
“I knew with two Poly riders 
in the lead group it was going to 
be tough,” Moura said.
O’Neal finished second, 
Hoefer came in third and Chavez 
took fourth.
The men’s C race was marked 
by controversy. Cal Poly’s Tbm 
Ihlley, a human development 
senior, Sacramento S tate’s. 
Myron Dong and UCLA’s Rob 
Charter were well ahead of tho 
pack and breaking for the finish 
when Dilley went into a hay 
bale. Charter took th ' victoi^ 
with Dong coming in second. Dil­
ley recovered to finished third.
“Some rider took me out to a 
hay bale. I went off the bike,” 
Dilley said.
“He took a wide line through 
the comer and went down,” 
Charter said. “Tom probably 
would have won had he not gone 
down.”
In the men’s D class, 
Sacramento State’s Mike Giomi 
won in just his fourth race ever, 
but gave the crowd a scare, 
despite his big lead.
Giomi got stuck in a rut be­
tween the pavement and the 
curb on the backside. He sig­
naled that something was wrong 
with his tire, but chose not to 
risk his lead by pitting for a 
wheel change.
Cal Poly’s Jung Paek, a com­
puter science junior, was second 
and Tim Duerby of UCSB was 
third.
P'rom page 1 
ceton University.
“He has one of the best minds 
I have ever encountered,” said 
Charles E. Bishop, a retired col­
lege president for whom Munitz 
once worked.
His association with Maxxam, 
an aluminum, lumber and real 
estate company, drew some 
heated criticism from several lob­
bies.
Maxxam has financed acquisi­
tions with junk bonds sold by
Michael Milken and • owned a 
failed savings and loan.
Higher education officials are 
aware that this connection be­
tween Maxxam and Munitz may 
be a popular topic for some time.
“I suppose there will be con­
tinued debate whether a cor­
porate raider is the best symbol 
for leading the country’s biggest 
university system,” said As­
semblyman Tom Hayden, D- 
Santa Monica, chairman of the 
state Assembly Higher Educa­
tion Committee.
Munitz and others contend he 
was not responsible for those is­
sues at Maxxam.
“He’s clean,” said William D. 
Campbell, head of the CSU board 
of trustees.
CSU faces a $400 million 
shortfall, but immediate budget 
decisions are expected to .'c 
resolved before Munitz takes 
over.
Other problems remain for 
the new chancellor to tackle.
Some of the pressing issues 
Munitz will face include the need 
to accommodate 130,000 more 
students by 2025, and a need to 
boost its private fund-raising.
George Magner, a University 
of Houston professor who served 
as provost under Munitz, 
described him as ambitious 
“man on the move.”
“His primary concern is with 
people who have power and clout 
and to move in those circles,” 
Magner said.
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Forrester is a member of Sigma Kappa 
sorority. In her sorority she served as vice 
president of pledge education for two years, 
and she was the ritual chairwoman. She also
Sec FORRESTER, page 9
D ' Elect!
David Kapic
By Jamie Kerhiikar
Staff Writer
Background
David Kapic’s philosophy as a leader and a 
person is described in a quote hanging on his 
bedroom wall by Robert Schuller. It says, 
“trust in God, believe in yourself, and dare to 
dream.”
Kapic is a fourth-year industrial technol­
ogy student. He came to Cal Poly in 1987 
from Lodi High School with an involved, 
leadership background. There he was presi­
dent of his senior class, speaker of the stu­
dent assembly and his schcxil’s delegate to 
Boy’s State.
Kapic also has been involved at Cal Poly.
See KAPIC, page 10
Adam Taylor
By Jamie Kerhiikar
Staff Writer
Background;
Adam Taylor entered the position of ASI 
President last year with little formal leader­
ship experience. Now with almost a year 
under his belt, he is running for re-election.
Thylor is a political science senior. He 
transferred to Cal Poly almost two years ago 
from Ventura Community College. There he 
was involved with MECHA, a Mexican 
studies club, and he also was a member of the 
Black Student Union. He took a year ofT 
school during junior college to be program 
director of a boys and girls club. There he was 
responsible for a $700,000 annual budget and
See TAYLOR, page 8
Smoking Ban Resolution
It is resolved that President 
Warren Baker look at the effects 
o f secondhand smoke, and that 
he and his sta ff take action to 
p ro h ib it sm o k in g  in  a ll 
enclosed areas on campus.
This new resolution request­
ing the smoking issue be placed 
on the 1991 general election 
ballot is based on a similar 
resolution last winter which 
called for the ban of all tobacco 
sales on campus.
The new resolution on which 
students will vote this week 
was rewritten by School of 
Science and Math Director Ker- 
rie Whitelaw, who focused the 
smoking ban on enclosed areas
on campus.
Campus policy restricts 
smoking from all public build­
ings except individual faculty 
offices and dorm rooms. But be­
cause tobacco smoke circulates 
throughout buildings despite 
efforts to contain it in venti­
lated rooms and offices, stu­
dents are affected by secon­
dhand smoke coming through 
the vents from faculty offices.
Whitelaw said faculty mem­
bers would be most directly af­
fected by restricting smoking in 
faculty offices at all times.
The resolution does not 
' apply to dorm rooms.
—  Karen Travis
Board of Directors’ <
AGRICULTURE ARCHITECTURE & 
ENVIRON. DESIGN
BUSINESS ENGIN
5 of 5 seats open
Todd Fernandes
I’m running for the position of Board of 
Director. As a high school student, I was very 
involved, held numerous leadership positions 
and was chosen to attend several state and 
national leadership conferences. I was also 
very active in FFA and 4-H. When I first ar­
rived at Cal Poly, I chose to get well-situated 
both academically and socially before becom­
ing too involved with clubs and activities. 
However, now that I have become mere com­
fortable in this new environment, I am ready 
to assume leadership responsibilities.
See AGRICULTURE, page 9
3 of 3 seats open 
Marlie Bartolomé
Students often perceive government as a 
shapeless blob because they’re uninformed. 
Let me inform you it’s a two-way street. On 
one side, the government informs its body, on 
the other, it’s the duty of that body to get in­
formed. As a SAED director I will meet stu­
dents halfway, not only listen for their needs 
and wants, but speak of them.
Minorities are a fraction CPSlTs popula­
tion. As a minority, I speak the mind of a 
CPSU student and bring the viewpoint of a
See ARCH, page 6
3 of 3 seats open
Jennifer Felder
I would like to become actively involved in 
the School of Business and Poly. The best way 
to do that is as part of ASI. Although my in­
volvement in higher education student coun­
cil has besn minimal, I previously have been 
very active in student council and am 
knowledgeable and well-versed in procedures 
and responsibilities.
On becoming a part of ASI, I hope to get a 
greater involvement from students of the 
School of Business by keeping them properly 
informed.
4 of 5 seats ( 
Geoff Aust 
Being a par 
lowed me to ta 
ganizations, re 
dal to athleti« 
each of these ii 
stated upon th 
Board of Dired 
excellence witV 
Throughout 
in ASI has all 
many aspects
See BUSINESS, page II
and abo thi
VIki
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Chairman of the Board
Dennis Albiani
ions
ASI Bylaw Resolutions
Auditors for the Trustees o f 
the CSU have recommended 
changes to current A SI bylaws.
1. A proposal to revise A SI 
bylaws regarding the minimum  
and maximum number o f direc­
tors allowed on the A SI board.
Passage of the bill is basically 
a technicality that brings current 
bylaws in compliance with the 
California Corporations Code.
If this amendment passes, the 
number of directors of ASI would 
not exceed the number stated in 
the bylaws. The amendment 
would still provide a minimum of 
23 and a maximum of 37 direc­
tors. The governing board also
would adopt a resolution each 
winter quarter stating the num­
ber of directors.
2. A  proposal to revise A SI 
bylaws regarding the approval 
needed to amend future bylaws.
Passing this bill allows future 
ASI bylaws to be amended with 
the approval of two-thirds of the 
Board of Directors or two-thirds 
of the student body, not by both 
as current bylaws state.
The board’s power to pass 
amendments would be restricted 
and passed to the student body 
when considering bylaw amend­
ments that would negatively af­
fect the student’s right to vote.
—  Karen Travis
By Karen Travis
Staff Writer
Background
Dennis Albiani is an agri-business 
management junior who grew up in Elk 
Grove, Calif., a small town near Sacramento. 
He was active in student government 
throughout high school, was junior class 
president in 1987 and competed in wrestling 
for four years before coming to Cal Poly in 
1988. He attributes most of his self-discipline 
and public speaking abilities, however, to his 
six years of involvement in Future Farmers of 
America.
At Cal Poly, Albiani served as an agricul­
ture council representative for Alpha Gamma 
Rho fraternity from 1989-1990 before becom­
ing Ag Council Chairman. He is now a direc­
tor on the ASI Board, representing the School 
of Agriculture. Besides keeping busy with ASI 
activities, Albiani is on the committee for the 
first annual Poly Agri View, a two-day event 
set for April 19-20, designed to preserve some 
of the best outcomes of Poly Royal. He also is 
on the Codes of Bylaws committee, which 
helps to get ASI bylaws approved.
Goals
Albiani said his main goal is to bridge the 
gap between the ASI Council and the
V
Board of Directors, as well as the gap 
between the council and campus clubs. “I 
want to find out what the students want, 
but until we bridge this gap, I won’t know,” 
he said.
He is especially concerned with how 
students will be affected by recent budget 
cuts. “Students are going to get ham­
mered,” he said. “They are going to have to 
pay 20 percent more and get 10 percent
See ALBIANI, page 10
Renée Jensen
By Karen Travis 
Staff Writer________
Background
Rene6 Jensen was actively involved with 
student government and leadership at her 
high school in Fresno, Calif., before coming to 
Cal Poly four years ago. She also was active 
in Model United Nations and worked with 
children’s groups and underrepresented 
children.
Jensen is a political science major and a 
member of the Political Science Club on cam­
pus. She is currently working on the publicity 
for Civil Rights Awareness Week in May.
Goals
Jensen said she would like to keep stu­
dents in touch with ASI. She said she wants 
to find out what Cal Poly wants and needs, 
and then help change ASI government to 
benefit the students.
She would also like to improve student in­
volvement with ASI. “I would like to see stu­
dents and clubs at ASI meetings so we could 
find out what they (students) think we need 
to do to improve the school,” Jensen said. She 
said one goal is to have all legislation that 
ASI passes benefit the entire student body.
Another goal Jensen has is more multicul­
tural involvement with ASI.
Jensen said she would also like to im-
prove relations between San Luis Obispo 
and Cal Poly. “This would help promote 
our school in a positive way," she said.
Strengths
Jensen said she feels she is different 
from others because of her education in 
liberal arts. “Liberal arts has given me a 
very diverse background, and political 
science has helped gear me towards a role
See JENSEN, page 10
Candidate Statements
EERING
5{)en
ia
t of Poly for four years has nl- 
ke part in a wide variety of cr­
inging from engineering to so- 
:. A common characteristic of 
s the standard of excellence in- 
eir objectives. As a part of the 
:ors, I believe I can uphold that 
lin the student body, 
the last year, my involvement 
owed me to participate in the 
of the Academic Commission,
! Academic Senate’s rewrit- 
Sec ENGINEERING, page 12
LIBERAL ARTS
3 of 3 seats open
Scott Blumin
I am not going to run this campaign as a 
politician. I am better qualified to run ns a 
Liberal Arts rep. Of course, one reason for 
running is self-fulfillment. However, the main 
reason is for the advancement of the School.
I expect a few chuckles out of my last 
statement. I also proclaim myself to be a sin­
cere, conscientious and responsible person. 
Unfortunately, those adjectives are somewhat 
rhetorical unless you have spoken with me, 
which I urge you to do.
A few of my accomplishments include two 
See LIBERAL ARTS, page 12
PROFESSIONAL
STUDIES
3 of 4 seats open
Sang Chon
My decision to run is to benefit my fellow 
students as well as for myself. I would like to 
learn more about what is actually being done 
by ASI and administer this information to the 
students. I would also like to actively take 
part in ASI to try and make a difference that 
will improve the conditions for the students.
I have experience in student councils from 
high school and an active member in Mat 
Pica Pi. I am also a representative for the 
School of Professional Studies Advisory 
Board.
Sec PROFESSIONAL, page II
SCIENCE AND 
MATH
1 of 2 seats open
Paul T. Sahargun
Poly’s School of Science and Mathematics 
has consistently ranked in the upper echelon 
of undergraduate programs in the nation. Yet, 
even with national recognition, our school 
seems underrepresented university-wide and 
lacks the cohesiveness needed to achieve that 
goal. I would like to see a change take place 
through increased student and faculty invol­
vement, as well as implementing a degree of 
professionalism that reflects the quality of 
the School of Science and Math. As a member 
of the ASI Administrative Commission, I ex- 
See SCIENCE/MATH, page II
—
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TAYLOR
From page 6
coordinated stafling and ac­
tivities for about 300 young 
children and teenagers.
Thylor feels he is better 
qualified than the other can­
didates because of his year of ex­
perience as ASI president. “It 
has allowed me to learn the ASI 
structure and the ASI system, 
the Cal Poly structure and the 
Cal Poly system and to be able to 
incorporate those into everything 
I do as student body president," 
he said.
Thylor’s contribution to the 
job has been working to establish 
an ethnic studies program, as 
well as adding an ethnic rela­
tions position to the executive 
staff. He helped to extend library 
hours as he said he would in his 
campaign last year. He worked 
on funding for the Children’s 
Center and said Cal Poly is close 
to starting construction on the 
facility. “I made contacts 
th ro u g h o u t th e  sy stem , 
throughout the state and on cam­
pus that are going to be able to 
make the student body of Cal 
Poly that much more repre­
sentative, that much more of a 
voice in the city, state and coun­
ty with what is going on," he 
said.
Goals;
Thylor’s main concern for next 
year are the budget cuts that 
seem eminent. “I hope to ensure 
that we don’t see less of quality 
education while we pay more 
money," he said. If re-elected, 
Thylor said he will work to see 
that laboratory hours (of all 
sorts) are not cut and that the 
university has adequate classes 
and services provided for the stu­
dents.
Thylor has plans to follow 
through with the ethnic studies 
program, because he says it is 
still in the initial stages.
He also plans to continue 
working with the city on the 
relationship between Cal Poly 
and the community. “I want to 
continue to effectively lobby for 
students’ wants and needs, not 
only with the administration but 
with the system,” he said.
Thylor believes it is important 
to continue to work for the en­
vironment. He said the campus 
needs to do more recycling, find 
an alternative to plastic foam if 
possible and cut down on traffic
and smog conditions in the city. 
Thylor is still trying to work on a 
master plan for a bike path 
throughout the campus and com­
munity. “I want to do things I 
was not able to do last year. 
Those are the things that really 
bother me," he said.
Strengths;
Taylor said he is open and 
honest and is a listener as well 
as a talker.
“I have a real desire to help 
people accomplish what they 
want to accomplish.”
Ig g t fe g ;
Smoking Ban: Taylor believes 
that there are two important 
sides to the issue. “%s, there 
should be a ban on campus be­
cause secondhand smoke affects 
everyone, but also you could say 
‘no’ because by banning smoking 
on campus you could be violating 
someone’s civil rights." Taylor 
thinks that in theory it is a great 
idea because it goes along with 
how the city is set up in a 
smoke-free environment. “We are 
looking at the environment and 
at everyone’s rights, not just the 
rights of smokers vs. non­
smokers,” he said. “We must be 
careful how we implement it.”
Budget cuts: Taylor has spent 
the last year lobbying and work­
ing closely with President War­
ren Baker and his staff to try to 
determine the type of cuts Cal 
Poly will be experiencing. He 
said he has spent time in 
Sacramento and at the Chancel­
lor’s Office in Long Beach and is 
familiar with what is going on 
with the budget.
“I have also spent time talk­
ing with students to find out 
what is important to them," he 
said.
Thylor said that students have 
voiced their concern over lab 
hours being cut. We need to be 
concerned with class availability 
and that staff and faculty condi­
tions will be kept as they are, he 
added. “We have to know what is 
important to us. It is a difficult 
situation, and we need to mini­
mize the cuts as much as pos­
sible so they do not produce as 
dramatic results as they could.”
Athletic funding: “Personally, 
I would support a fee increase to 
support athletic funding,” Taylor 
said. “But, as president, I can’t 
speak for all of the other stu­
dents.”
He said it is up to the student 
body to make that decision. If the 
students decide to make a “com­
mitment to athletics,” they must 
decide which programs will be 
cut, which will be kept and if the 
programs should be Division I or 
Division II.
Ethnic relations: Thylor has 
been working with an ethnic 
studies coalition consisting of 
President Baker and the educa­
tional equity committee, on
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which Thylor serves. The coali­
tion has had success in im­
plementing some classes this 
spring. He said it is working on 
what direction it would like to 
take the program as well as es­
tablishing a time line for the 
program. Taylor has written a 
resolution asking that an ethnic 
studies requirement be added to 
the general education and bread­
th requirement. “Adopting a 
program of this type would be 
beneficial because with the 
changing demographics of this 
state, minorities are going to be 
the majority. We have to do 
something to understand why 
different cultures and ethnicity 
act a certain way, do certain 
things and live in certain areas,” 
Thylor said. Children’s Center: 
Taylor thinks the Children’s Cen­
ter is an important part of Cal 
Poly because the university is 
missing older students that some 
other campuses have. Students 
who are coming back to further 
their education can utilize the 
Children’s Center, Taylor said.
“By offering child-care, not 
only are we providing a great 
service, but we also attract a new 
type of student that will make 
Cal Poly that much better,” he 
said.
Poly Royal: Thylor sees Poly 
Royal coming back the way it 
was intended to be, an open 
house to show off Cal Poly to the 
community and high school stu­
dents from around the state. He 
thinks the earliest it will come 
back is in three years. “We got 
away from what Poly Royal real­
ly was; that is why we had the 
problem.”
It should be structured 
around what each school does 
and what each has to offer, he 
said. “We, as students, can not 
allow these problems to occur be­
cause we live in an isolated com­
munity where if we have a 
problem, the community knows 
it and points a finger.” Taylor 
said Cal Poly must be careful in 
preparing to bring back Poly 
Royal.
A lot of work has to be done 
by the administration as well as 
the students to ensure that it 
comes back in the right form, 
Taylor said. “We want to make 
sure that when Poly Royal does 
come back that it comes back 
bigger, stronger and better than 
it was.”
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From pa}*c 6
represented her sorority on the 
California Colle{,hate Expansion 
Team, making prestmUitions on 
other college campuses to help 
expand her sorority.
She currently is vice president 
of Panhellenic, the governing 
body of sororities. She chaired 
GAMMA, Greeks Advocating the 
Mature Management of Alcohol, 
where she worked to establish an 
alcohol policy for greeks at Cal 
Poly.
Forrester also has AS I ex­
perience. She is a membt'r of the 
ASI executive staff as the 
marketing c(x>rdinator. She was 
in charge of implementing this 
year’s ASI Week.
Forrester bedieves that I>eing a 
fifth-year business adm inistra­
tion student gives her a g(X)d 
foundation for understanding 
how a corporation should run.
“Tb be ASI president, not only 
do you have to have a strong un­
derstanding of the different 
aspects of ASI, you also have to 
have a good rapport with people,” 
Forrester said. “Leadership style 
can’t be harsh, but at the same 
time you have to motivate.”
Goals;
Forrester would like to bridge 
the gap between students and 
ASI. She believes ASI Week is 
the first step in the pnx:ess. “You 
have to get students excited and 
inform them what they should 
and what they would like to do 
and hov/ to do it.”
She said that to bridge this 
gap, ASI needs, to do research 
surveys. “ASI must evaluate 
what students want. Once you 
have information — a founda­
tion, that is when you make your 
decisions about different issues 
and different funding for ac­
tivities,” Forrester said.
Forrester would like to see 
ASI take a pro-active stance with 
the community. “If we would like 
to see things happ>en in the com­
munity, we need to make them 
happen. Whether it be trying to 
improve neighbor relations and 
community relations, let’s not 
just talk about it. Ivet’s come up 
with a concrete plan how we can 
actually do this.”
Forrester would like to see 
ASI become more involved with 
corporations and their support. 
“ASI is such a strong corporation 
it should be able to bring in other
outside entities to help support 
and give that assistance,” she 
said. She said there are so many 
different resources available that 
it is just a matter of going out 
and finding them.
Strengths;
Forrester said she excels at 
motivating and dealing with 
people.
“Whenever I do something, I 
do it full force and very com­
prehensively,” she said. “To get 
people involved there has to be 
the excitement, the education 
and the participation there. And 
definitely the positive attitude.”
Issues;
Smoking ban: On the subject 
of a smoking ban on campus, 
Forrester wonders why campus 
is not nonsmoking if the rest of 
the city is. “Definitely Cal Poly is 
a community in itself, and it 
must make its own decisions and 
not rely on the city,” she said.
Budget cuts: F o rrester
believes the bTidget cuts will af­
fect Cal Poly more so than other 
universities. “Basically, what 
they are looking at is increasing 
class size, but when you are on a 
lab-concentrated campus like Cal 
Poly, you can’t increase class size 
so you end up with less classes 
and we become a six-year univer­
sity,” she said.
“If we are going to have rallies 
or protests, they have to be 
generated by ASI. ASI must edu­
cate the students about the fee 
increases and help the students 
organize,” Forrester said.
Athletics funding; Forrester 
said the student body should 
decide if there should be a fee in­
crease to help fund athletics.
“But ASI needs to play a pro­
active role in that issue,” For­
rester said. She said ASI should 
work to inform students about 
the importance of athletics.
The students should make the 
final decision, she said, “because 
it’s their money.”
Forrester said if any athletic 
programs were to be cut, she 
would like to see those that 
remained are improved and 
strengthened.
Ethnic relations: Forrester
would like to see the ethnic rela­
tions position, which was added 
to ASI last year, continued.
“I would like to see that posi­
tion help the cultural advist)ry
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committee and the multicultural 
center to expand and strengthen.
I also feel that position should 
work with the administration 
regarding an ethnic studies 
program and also regarding our 
faculty here on campus and their 
perceptions,” she said.
Forrester would like to see 
something on teacher evalua­
tions, rating them on how they 
handle ethnic issues. “No one has 
ever stopp>ed to tell faculty they 
need to be aware, so if you start 
integrating that into evaluations 
and hiring procedures, then that 
is where you are going to start 
the changes,” she said.
Children’s Center: Forrester 
believes it is an integral part of 
this campus and would like to 
see it prosper. She btdieves, 
however, that the students 
should make the decision on how 
much money should be put into 
it. “I am here to represent all 
students, not my personal feel­
ings,” she said. “I may feel dif­
ferent with my money than 
someone else, but it is all of our 
money that eoes into things like 
that.”
Poly Royal; “It is a great loss. 
It was such a unique and great 
thing this campus had,” For­
rester said.
“Maybe don’t run it on a 
weekend,” she said. “Run it 
during the week. 'Fhe students 
and parents that are serious 
about coming will show up 
during the week.” Forrester 
believes that the clubs were the 
hardest hit by the loss of Poly 
Royal. “The clubs are the heart of 
involvement on a campus, and 
they need the assistance of ASI.” 
She said that ASI Week was an 
effort to try to fill the hole that 
was left by Poly Royal, but not 
necessarily replace it.
From page 6
Hopefully by becoming a 
director I can share my 
knowledge and exp>erience so the 
Sch(K)l of Agriculture benefits. In 
closing, I feel I’m capable of han- 
dling director’s duties and 
responsibilities and would great­
ly appreciate your vote.
Deirdrc Flynn
As an Ag-business sophomore, 
I have been exposed to many 
aspects of Poly. My involvement 
began as an alternate director. 
Some of my other activities are 
ccK’hair of the upcoming 1991 
Poly Agri View, Meats and 
Feeder Calf Enterprise Projects, 
/ABM and NAMA club members 
and Western Bonanza entries 
chairperson. These have allowed 
me to work wnth people in the 
area of production agriculture. 
My exposure has given me vast 
knowledge of how the Sch(X)l of 
Agriculture operates. I l(M)k for­
ward to the opportunity to con­
tinue building upon the founda­
tions I have established by serv­
ing as a Sch(M)l of Agriculture 
director.
Patricia “Shaun" Neal
Agriculture hits alw ays bt'en 
an influential factor in my life. 
With this influence and my 
leadership skills, I will make a 
beneficial director for the Sch(X)l
of Agriculture. My previous 
leadership roles include offices in 
organizations like FFA, 4-H, 
Junior Newman and student 
government. I am an Agri Busi­
ness junior and involved in ac­
tivities including Vice President 
of Sigma Alpha, the agricultural 
sorority on campus; student rep 
to the Library Committee for the 
Academic Commission, and ac­
tive member of Poly’s Logging 
t e a m .
I am a student who will take 
the time to listen, dedicate and 
represent all the students in the 
Sch(K)l of Agriculture. I am 
aware of the responsibility of 
being a DirecUm and excited 
about this oppiirtunity and the 
duties it entiiils.
Noel Rosa
1 am an Agri-business senior 
from Hanford, Calif. Being f»-om 
a farm, 1 have always believe.d 
that one must be invvilved with 
.something if one desires to gam 
knowledge of it. In my pursuit of 
knowledge at Poly, 1 have been 
involved with several ag clubs as 
well as Alpha Zeta Honorary 
Fraternity and Alplia Gamma 
Rho fraternity. If elected 1 will tie 
more than happy to use my skd's 
and experience to benefit stu­
dents in the Sch(H)l of Agnciil 
ture.
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KAPIC JENSEN
From page 6
Last year he was president of his 
fraternity, Lambda Chi Alpha. 
Tins year he served on the ASI 
executive staff as the community 
relations director where he 
represented the student body in 
the community. Kapic is also the 
vice chair on the student-com­
munity liaison con .nittee made 
up of influential giembers of the 
community and university. Kapic 
currently sits on the studerit 
housing task force and is in­
volved with Residents for 
Quality Neighbors. This year, he 
sat on the president’s cabinet, a 
distinguished group of Cal Poly 
sponsors including community 
and industry leaders and stu­
dents. Kapic was the chairman of 
ASI’s Good Neighbor Day thii 
year, the biggest philanthropic 
event put on by students.
Kapic thinks his involvement 
in ASI and the executive staff 
has exposed him to the ad­
ministration, faculty and com­
munity leaders. “One of the most 
important jobs of ASI president 
is to promote the image of stu­
dents in the community,” Kapic 
said. He believes his personal 
relationship with key leaders in 
the community like Mayor Ron 
Dunin and Police Chief Jim Gar­
diner will benefit the students.
Goals
Through his experience in 
working with the community, 
Kapic realizes the importance of 
improved relations with the com­
munity. “The community of San 
Luis Obispo perceives the stu­
dent body of Cal Poly through 
the leadership. If the community 
has a low perception of Cal Poly, 
it makes for a long year,” he said.
Through his work with Resi­
dents for Quality Neighbors he 
has shown students do want to 
communicate, and he believes 
the communication gap has been 
greatly thinned.
Kapic thinks ASI needs to 
work on its communication with
the student body. “We need to 
further develop the concept of 
the student as a customer,” he 
said. “The students pay for ASI 
and th e ir funds pay for 
programs. Therefore communica­
tion and service to the student 
body is important.” Kapic thinks 
this year’s ASI Week is a good 
start, but what he thinks is im­
portant is educating new stu­
dents by helping them see they 
can be involved and ASI is not an 
overwhelming entity.
Strengths
Kiipic said his strength lies in 
his experience as a leader. “1 
have worked as a student leader 
all my life, from junior high to 
college,” he said.
Kapic said his experiences 
have helped make him the per­
son he is today. “The best voice is 
the people who endorse me to 
run for president,” he said. “I 
have proved myself as a leader 
working with the community, 
ASI, administration and faculty.”
Issues;
Smoking ban: Kapic thinks 
everyone has a right to smoke as 
dictated by the United States 
Constitution, as long as their 
smoking does not inflict undue 
harm on others. “I don’t favor 
banning selling, so much as I 
strongly favor having smoke 
banned from indoor corridors 
where nonsmokers would be un­
justly affected,” he said.
Budget cuts: Kapic warns that 
students will start to feel the 
budget cuts in the next year. The 
school will feel the crush in the 
state provided services meaning 
longer lines for records and 
financial aid, Kapic said. “Some 
state funded programs will be 
cut and the burden for paying 
these programs will be shoved on 
the shoulders of ASI to fund 
them.”
He said ASI must be careful 
where it spends its money, or it 
could cause a raise in tuition and 
fees. “It is a matter of finding out
what students want and making 
sure money is going to programs 
they would like to see con­
tinued,” he said. Kapic believes it 
is important for students to edu­
cate the state.
Athletics funding: Kapic is in 
favor of athletics. “Tm in full 
support of athletics, and I don’t 
want to see any athletics cut,” he 
said. Kapic feels athletic scholar­
ships cause people to pursue 
higher education who otherwise 
might not. Kapic is strongly in 
favor of creating a California 
Football League. He believes a 
state league will decrease travel 
expenses and improve student 
support thus reducing the need 
for a fee increase.
E thnic rela tions: Kapic
believes it is important that Poly 
has representation from all 
manorities, not just any one 
gjoup. He believes that the eth­
nic relations position added to 
ASI is an important factor in es­
tablishing that goal. “It would 
help to diversify our campus to 
have ethnic studies classes in­
cluded in the curriculum,” he 
said.
Children’s Center: Kapic
strongly supports the Children’s 
Center and thinks its a benefit 
for Cal Poly. “It enables people to 
attend school who otherwise 
could not,” he said. Kapic said, 
however, that since it is not used 
solely by the students they 
should not solely bear all the 
costs of the center.
Poly Royal: Kapic thinks that 
time is the best healer of wounds 
and that Poly Royal will come 
back slowly. “We, as student 
leaders, should work diligently to 
bring it back in as much way, 
shape and form as it had been in 
the past,” he said. “The most im­
portant job of student leaders is 
to promote a positive image to 
the community, police and the 
administration on campus.” Un­
derstandably there will have to 
be changes before it will come 
back, Kapic said.
♦  o S te n n e rQ le n  ♦
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From page 7
in governing,” she said. “And 
that’s what ASI is ... governing 
at Cal Poly.”
She has always loved working 
with people and said being a 
political science major has 
helped. “My community relations 
are also good, which is why I feel 
I would be an effective ASI 
leader for the Board,” she said.
Issues
Smoking ban: Jensen said she 
supports the smoking ban for 
faculty offices on the basis that 
students should not be forced to 
be exposed to secondhand smoke. 
“If a smoking ban is enforced in 
San Luis Obispo, it should also 
be enforced at Cal Poly, because 
those are public buildings also,” 
she said.
Budget cuts: “I don’t think it’s 
right to pay more for the quality 
of education,” she said. “I want to 
help students understand why 
we have to make these cuts.”
Athletics funding: Jensen sup­
ports Cal Poly {fthletics, but 
wants to know how the students 
feel about facing a fee increase. 
“I think athletics are important 
to Cal Poly, because sports give 
our school pride,” she said.
But Jensen said the fee in­
crease is up to the students. “I 
want to know what the students
a
want,” she said.
Ethnic relations: Jensen also 
thinks Cal Poly needs to under­
stand and adapt more ethnic 
studies classes into the cur­
riculum. “Cal Poly only offers 
three ethnic studies classes, al­
though 13 more are being 
propK)sed,” she said.
She said minority groups have 
high dropout rate, even though 
they are Scorning the majority 
population in California.
“We need to make these ethnic 
minorities feel closer to our 
school,” she said.
Children’s Center: “The
Children’s Center would be a 
very important asset to Cal Poly. 
So many students could benefit 
from Cal Poly but have to pay for 
child-care.”
“It would open up so many op­
portunities for people to come to 
Cal Poly, because child-care at 
the Center would be cheaper 
than most places,” she said.
Poly Royal: Jensen agrees 
with the suggestion to reinstate 
Poly Royal as a one-day event 
but said it will not attract the 
crowds that can benefit local 
businesses.
“I would eventually like to see 
Poly Royal back at Cal Poly,” 
Jensen said. “But students will 
have to rally together.”
ALBIANI
From page 7
less,” he said. “I want to find out 
what the students want when 
this happens.”
Albiani said he thinks ASI 
also should be better with 
minority representation, espe­
cially through ASI and ethnic 
relations. “I would like to have a 
series of speakers in the spring 
focusing on these issues.”
Other goals he has are to get 
ASI more involved with city rela­
tions and to help more Cal Poly 
clubs become active within the 
San Luis Obispo community. But 
he said the main problem is lack 
of communication between stu­
dents, the ASI councils and ad­
ministration.
Albiani said his broad base of 
contacts in sports, fraternities 
and ASI helps him stand out as a 
candidate. “If you know more 
people, you can delegate jobs and 
do so many things,” he said. 
“That’s why I am involved with 
so many things outside of ASI.” 
If not elected, he would like to 
apply for an ASI executive staff 
position.
Strengths
“Being on Ag Council was 
more work and education than I 
ever thought,” Albiani said. “But 
by being chairman, I was able to 
attend and run a lot of meetings 
which taught me how to get busi­
ness done most effectively.”
Through FFA, Albiani said he 
gained valuable public speaking 
abilities.
“I am very enthusiastic and 
outgoing and can’t sit still,” he 
said. “That’s why I keep involved 
in so many things ... because I 
like to deal with people.”
Issues
Smoking ban: Albiani said he 
is in favor of the recent resolu­
tion for an indoor smoking ban 
which on students will vote this 
week. “If someone is smoking in 
a dorm room and their roommate 
objects, they should have to stop. 
I think if someone is smoking in­
dexers and bothers someone else 
directly, the should not be able to 
continue.”
Budget cuts: Albiani would 
like to see ASI help students 
through the budget cuts as much 
as possible. For example, if Ken­
nedy Library is forced to close 
earlier at night, Albiani sug­
gested keeping the ASI-funded 
University Union open later so 
students can study there.
Athletics funding: Albiani is 
not in favor of a fee increase to 
support Cal Poly sports but does 
not want to see the athletic 
program cut. “It’s hard to cut 
sports because they give recogni­
tion to our school, as well as a 
sense of pride,” he said.
Instead, research into a 
California league for football, 
basketball and other sports 
which would bring in more 
schools from out of state might 
be an option.
“I especially don’t think we 
should cut the sports Cal Poly ex­
cels in, because they give us 
recognition,” he said. “We simply 
need to shuffle our money.”
Ethnic relations: Albiani said 
ethnic minority involvement is a 
key issue to be addressed. “Cal 
Poly is not ethnically diverse and 
needs to be,” he said. “If we don’t 
try to change this, it will even­
tually be mandated.”
He would like to focus on 
using multicultural clubs to help 
+recruit new minority students 
and make the atmosphere more 
socially acceptable for them. 
“There should be more minority 
students here, but recruiting is 
not being done as well as it could 
be,” he said.
C h ild ren’s Center: The
Children’s Center is another 
issue that needs attention, Al­
biani said. “I th ink  the 
Children’s Center is essential for 
many students to continue their 
education,” he said.
But Albiani said ASI should 
be wary of the large $1.2 million 
loan it took out to help build the 
Children’s Center last year. “We 
need to be conservative with this 
money so students won’t have to 
pay it back later on,” he said.
Poly Royal: Albiani is a mem­
ber of the steering committee for 
Poly Agn View, the School of 
Agriculture’s two-day open 
house.
really excited because 
this (Poly Agri View) could con­
tinue into something like 
another Poly Royal witn an 
educational and recruiting base, 
like it used to be,” he said.
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From pa}»c 7
I feel my exp<‘riences and en­
thusiasm will help me he an ef­
fective director.’
Deven Lindemann
Serving as the Technical As­
sociation of the Graphic Arts rep 
for the Professional Studies 
council, I have seen the improve­
ments that have taken place in 
the past year. I was elected by 
the council and am serving on 
the Board for spring quarter. As 
a director, I am gaining ex­
perience and knowledge to con­
tinue the progress the Sch(X)l is 
making. I feel students should be 
informed of ASI issues, and more 
importantly, how they effect our 
school. Clear communication also 
needs to continue between stu­
dents, faculty and administra­
tion. Through my dedication, 
knowledge and experience I will 
continue promoting our schtxd’s 
views and contributing to 
progress being made.
Tony M artindale
My objective if elected is the
continual flow of communication 
between ASI and Professional 
Studies. My involvements in­
clude Vice Chair for the Profes­
sional Studies Council, President 
of the Industrial Technology 
Society and member on the exec 
board of Pi Kappa Alpha frater­
nity. I have always been an ac­
tive participant in a range of ac­
tivities: I was a WOW counselor 
and a member of organizations 
on and off campus. Through 
these experiences I have learned 
to communicate effectively and 
know the importance of con­
tinual clear communication. If 
elected, I will use these experien­
ces as an unbiased, objective 
leader with the board and the 
School.
Martin McGee
Being a director is an impor­
tant position. It requires a lot of 
leadership experience and 
dedication. I feel I am qualified.
Currently, I am Activities 
C(x)rdinator on the Professional 
Studies Student Council and am
chair of the Home Economics Ad­
visory Board. I chair a committee 
to develop an alternative to Poly 
Royal for the School. I am a 
Home Economics major con­
centrating in Interior Design and 
belong to ASID and AHEA.
I have held exec positions at 
KCPR. As KCPR reporter to ASI, 
I attended meetings for over a 
year and understand how the 
body works. This is my fourth 
year at Poly, so I understand 
Poly and things needing change.
I believe Tm qualified and 
would do an excellent job as a 
director.
Pamela Powers
I understand that if elected I 
will represent Professional 
Studies. I have the time and 
energy to dedicate to the position 
and welcome the challenge. I am 
especially looking forward to 
being able to work on the new 
Rec Center. With my leadership 
experiences with Professional 
Studies and the IT department I 
feel qualified for this position.
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The position of director is im­
portant, and Business students 
can best be served by responsible 
representation. That is my inten­
tion.
Dennis Lang
ASI is a government sup­
ported by your ASI fees. This 
money should not be wasted. It 
should be spent to benefit all the 
students. When an ASI-sup- 
ported activity is used by only a 
few, it should be ‘weaned’ off ASI 
funds until it it fully supported 
by ‘user fees.’ This approach allo­
cates limited funds by putting 
money into popular programs 
that students use.
As a director I will work with 
other directors, but I refuse to be 
‘captive’ to them. If I feel the 
Board is headed in the wrong 
direction on an issue, I will not 
hesitate to express my dissent.
Finally, as your repre­
sentative, I will need your input 
and advice. If you have questions 
or concerns, please call me at 
541-0835.
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amined such issues as the future 
of the Poly “P,” implementing in­
creased library hours and the 
consequences of state budget 
cuts.
I am also involved in the 
SOSAM council and was one of 
few in charge of organizing 
SOSAM days. Other activities I 
have been involved with include: 
Vice President and Rush Chair­
man of the Sigma Chi Frater­
nity, member of the Tri-Beta 
Biological Honor S(x;iety, and 
member of the American As­
sociation for the Advancement of 
Science. I have experience, ener­
gy and vision and would be 
proud to represent the Schixil of 
Science and Mathematics on the 
Board of Directors.
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Classified
MAMA'!
TUESDAY MEETING 
11 AM ARCH 225 
GUEST SPEAKER 
LAURA MAIORANA 
BAXTER HEALTH CARE 
JOIN US!
‘GOLDEN KEY*
Meeting for all members 
Tue. April 16, 6 p.m. UU 216
CAMPUS
RECYCLING
COALITION
JOIN US
EVERY TUES. 6PM Bldg.#52 RM E-28 
TONIGHT: VIDEO * REFRESHMENTS
CAYS I ESniANS BISEXUALS UNITED 
MEEI EVERY lUE 7PM ENGL 313 
EVERYBODY IS WELCOME
Human Resource Mgm& AssocM 
Come hear great guest speakers 
Thurs 11am Rm02-212
LET’S GO 
SAILING!
MEETING WED 04/17 8PM 
HAVE SOME FUN IN THE SUN' 
BEGINNERS WELCOME BLDG 52 E46
ROBOTICS
Come join the 
Cal Poly Robotics Society 
Tuesday night at 7:00pm 14 249
_ i;; Ari'irif
ASI LEADERSHIP
POSITIONS AVAILABLE FOR 91-92 
UNION EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 
Applications in ASI Bus. Office 
DEADLINE April 23 5:00 
QUESTIONS SEE CARMEN IN UU 212
INNOVATIVE NEW PRODUCT FOR 
JET-SKIERS CALL SCOTT 541-1213
MUSTANG DAILY 
CLASSIFIEDS
HAS A CONVENIENT DROP BOX 
LOCATED AT THE U U. INFO DESK. 
THE ADS Wll L BF PICKED UP EACH 
DAY AT 10AM
Announcements
It you saw accident 3/12/91 1:30pm 
dp FireStation (brown Ford) Please 
call 543-0435 after 5.
PIANO LESSONS for kids and 
adults; IN YOUR HOME. 545-8225.
STUDENT
COMMUNITY
SERVICES
IS LOOKING FOR PROJECT 
DIRECTORS: LITERACY. OUTREACH, 
SPECIAL EVENTS, SENIORS. POLY 
PALS, NETWORK, BEYOND SHELTER, 
STUDENTS ON CALL, STUDY BUDDY. 
IF INTERESTED COME TO WORKSHOP 
APRIL 17TH(WED) IN FSCI 286 
AT TPM OR CALL 756 2176
WILDFLOWER
May 3 5 VOLUNTEERS NEEDED. 
FREE T-Shirt, food, camping, 
party and more' Sign up in 
U.U. Tues,Wed,Thurs 10-2.
WORK-STUDY STUDENT NEEDED!!
Extended Educ Dept; General 
Office Duties,Computer know- 
Icdge/phone skills a plus. 10- 
15 hrs/week.Contact Debbie or 
Irma at 756 2053.
ForSiM e
FAST MACINTOSH SE 
2 MUCH 2 LIST GREG 541 0135
FOR SALE! O'NEILL WETSUIT 
BRAND NEW MEN'S MEDIUM 
CALL FRAN @541-5421.
Mopede
HONDA SPREE 50cc -  RUNS GREAT 
$350 or B.O. MATT -  541 -2195
BoomimiW
Own Rm/bathroom in Condo on 
Peach St. Wash/Dry Frpic/Pool/Jac 
$325/mo. + dep. Call Ed 544-9135
OWN ROOM - LAGUNA LAKE $270/MO. 
V7ASH/DRY/DISH CALL 544-4923
SHARED ROOM next to Poly.Independent 
living. $160 month 543-5028
Rentat Houslitg
3 Bedroom-2l/2 Bath Luxury Condo. 
415. No.Chorro. Lease 7-1-91 to 
6-30-92. $l200/mo. Drive by & 
pick up flyer. 543-8370.
~4 BDRM HOUSE 4RENT LAGUNA LAKE 
AREA JOYCE 543-1591 EVENINGS
Condo for rent dose to Poly,
$720, Available now. Or $2w- 
$275 per room -i- utility. 543-5092 
After 5pm or weekends.
■’“ HOivIE 4 RENT 3BD/2BA BIG! ON LA- 
GUNA LAKE $l200/mo. 545-0129
HOUSE FOR LEASE (LAGUNA) 541 8238 
NEWLY REMODELED 4 BEDROOM
Room for Rent Laguna Lake Area 
$275 Avail Now 543-7827
STUDIO walk to Poly Can you get too 
much privacy r$300 month 543 4950
Hom lf lo f  § i i i l
1 BUYING A HOUSE OR CONDO?
FOR A FREE LIST OF ALL LEAST 
EXPENSIVE HOUSES & CONDOS FOR 
SALE IN SLO, CALL STEVE NELSON 
543-8370. FARRELL SMYTH R E.
BEST PRICED CONDOS & HOMES 
LISTED FREE SPECIALI2ING IN 
STUDENT/PARENT INVESTMENTS 
INFORMATION PACKET AVAILABLE ON 
CAMPUS CALL MARGUERITE 
541-3432 CENTURY 21-OBISPO
CONSIDERING BUYING A HOUSE 
IN TOWN? CALL ME .ST 
WARREN DOI (800) 549-1313 
BETTER HOMES 4 GARDENS
CRIME
STOPPERS
FRI. MAR. 22 OR 
SAT. MAR. 23 
NRM DEPT.
A Macintosh II Video Display 
Terminal, Keyboard, Hard Disk Drive 
And Associated Software Were 
Stolen Along With A Few Other 
Miscellaneous Hems.
If You Have Any Information 
Regarding This Missing Equipment 
And Software, Please Contact 
Doug Piirto At 756-2968/ Message 
REWARD AVAILABLE
SitCRETARIES' DAY IS APrtIL 24TM|I 
SEND YOUR FAVORITE SECRETARY A 
PERSONAL MESSAGE IN THIS 
SPECIAL SECTION FOR 1 DAY ONLY- 
APRIL 24TH! FORMS AVAILABLE 
AT THE MUSTANG DAILY OR AT 
THE UU INFORMATION DESK. 
(SECRETARIES: MAKE SURE YOUR 
BOSS SEES THIS!)
Oréétc
GAMMA PHI WOULD IIKF. TO WISH 
ZTA THE BEST OF LUCK WITH 
SPRING RUSH'ii
ZTÄ
We had a BLAST at the lake' 
SIGEPS
ORDER OMEGA
Mtg Tues. April 16 8 30pm Sharp'
In Student Life -Grading Appts 
Pick Membership Certificate 
Bring $DUES $Composite Thanks'
fevents
GOLF TOURNAMENT aign-upa
A S C M
Students, Alumni, Staff m 
Building Industry 
San Luia Bayinn-aea EW116
“ STRESS free’ WEDDING PLANNING 
An evening seminar sponsored 
by "I Do" Vveddings, Apr 22 @ 7.
 ^ tost & Found
FOUND; SET OF KEYS/BLUE CAL 
POLY KEY CHAIN ON MADONNA ROAD- 
LAGUNA LAKE AREA-4‘11/91 approx 
7:30am Call 544-6614.
Wanted!
Live-in Caregiver for 83yr.Old Man 
Your Own Sunny Bedroom With Food 
For Free! Part Time Work,
Cook Meals Salary Negotiable 
Only Responsible Apply.
Call Kim at 473-2782
WANT IMAGE WRITER II G O O D ^ N D  
MARLON 542 9464 EVES OH LV MSG
Services
SENIOR PORTRAITS 
GREG 541-0135
mi
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ADVERTISING 
SALES PEOPLE
Mustang Daily Needs a few 
committed self-starters to sell 
display ads The BEST candidates 
must be energetic, able to work 
20-30 hrs a week, and have 
reliable transportation It you 
are looking tor sales experience 
and can meet sales standards 
and deadlines, this can be a very 
rewarding experience tor you 
Positions available NOW 
and tor Fall Quarter 
Resumes Preferred 
Call Lee or Stan ai 756-1143 
for more into
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
fisher eb
Fam $5.00 ♦. mo f ree t'a^sporl.it.o"' 
Room and Hoa'd Over 8 000 op«'n,ngs 
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o'p'Oduc's rr* Nor^ts.
Set ow« ''I >• t'o-e V . ,
time i.;.i ' 'O f  oe'.i ^
(415) 585 ‘k 1' .. .1.1.-.W.S
GOVFRNMI N ' 
Call (1)805 t. tor Cl.
■l<‘> $'6 041' 5k ’».) 
'.■XX> I «' M ‘ (.Hirt 
'ede'a is
GOVERNMENT J.‘'eS$-6n40 FS t . v. 
Call (1) 805 9- .’ 8000 I «' H UXJtr 
for cu "e ’ 'ede-a' st
RLCREA1ION CCXDRDINA t OR 'o' tne 
CAL If ORNIA CONSI Rv At ION COMI'S 
Plan, schedule, coo'dinate aiid 
suptervise wt»e>tend tec'e.tt o' a 
and community service wo's 
projects for 18 24 year olds 
MARCfA 549 3260 M F 1 4PM Only
Sum job beautfl Lk I anoe It U R 
reliable/ha'd worke'. we want U 
Cheap housing, 1st YR f R SOPH 
specially encourage Meet peo;.' e 
earn $ Call L'wm 549 9149
Summer job mtervews Average 
earnings $3900 Un.versity ’ 
Directories, the naiio'i s largest 
publisher of campus te.eprionf- 
directories,hires over 250 college 
students for their summer sa.es 
piogram Top earnings $5,000 
$8.000 Gam valuable experience 
in advertising for you' campus 
telephone directory Positions 
also available in other umve's ty 
markets.,! xpense paid training 
program in Chapel Hill, NC Look ng 
for enthusiastic, goal oriented 
students for challenging, well­
paying summer job. Internships may 
be available. Interviews on campus 
Tuesday, April 23rd Sign up at 
the Cooperative Education and 
Placement Services
12 Tuesday, April 16, 1991 Mustang Daily
ARCH/ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING LIBERAL ARTS
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minority. This added twist gives 
me more ability to understand 
your needs.
My experience with student 
government and architecture 
clubs is not enough for me. I 
want to do more. Although my 
ASI association is informal, I 
believe in “Learn by Doing.” 
Don’t you?! So, let me “Learn by 
Doing,” more as a director. Let 
me speak your mind.
Mike McIntyre
For the past three years, I 
have been involved in the School 
of Arch and Environmental 
Design. This has enabled me to 
understand student and staff 
needs and how I value my educa­
tion and the type of changes that 
may take place in my school. I 
feel that someone aware of cur­
rent issues and students’ con­
cerns is needed. Being a member 
of ASLA and Lambda Chi Alpha 
fraternity has let me hear a lot of 
student likes and dislikes. My 
past ASI experience has been 
developing a structured program 
for the Thrash-a-thon.
As a director, 1 will have the 
opportunity to improve on exist­
ing prot^rams and communicate 
student concerns.
Having a positive attitude, a 
wllingness Ui work hard, the 
dedication to get the job done, 
and perseverance to get through 
a hectic workload is what it 
t.ikes to succeed academically.
These qualities are also essential 
for student leadership. Through 
various campus activities, hold­
ing the position of A.S. president 
at my former college and mem­
bership on ASI’s Finance Com­
m i t t e e ,  1 feel  I ha ve  
demonstrated these traits along 
with a desire to further my invol­
vement by running the Board. I 
am looking forward to the chal­
lenge.
Sarah Ruby
Encouraging unity among the 
students of the School of Arch 
and Environmental Design is an 
important factor to address. If 
elected, I will promote collabora­
tion with the clubs and the 
various departments so that 
cohesiveness is created.
During my three years in the 
CRP department, I have learned 
a lot about the School. From in­
volvement in clubs, I have be­
come aware the special needs 
of the school and the importance 
of a strong voice representing it 
in ASI. I realize the unique 
qiialities of this school and the 
necessity of open communication 
between ASI and Architecture 
and Environmental Design stu­
dents.
I have been actively involved 
in campus organizations, both 
major-related and extracur­
ricular, that have helped me gain 
valuable knowledge of Poly’s 
inner workings. For this reason, 
I feel I can be an asset to ASI.
Women’s Week
April 15-19
Special selection of books on 
women's issues and concerns
EiCbrral
IBcx>kstore
Soulh SI543-4AA6
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-ing of the Academic Program 
Review Criteria.
I believe my experience and 
background will allow me to be 
an integral part of the Board and 
carry an unbiased viewpoint.
Leonard Bertolami
I am a third-year mechanical 
engineering student. Most of us 
chose Poly to get one of the best 
engineering educations possible. 
Many issues will directly affect 
us and our education. I want to 
get involved, and help you get in­
volved in these issues.
I have been active in many 
clubs and have become aware of 
many student attitudes. I believe 
I can represent the students’ in­
terests and make decisions to 
maintain our reputation.
Phil Eugenio
As a director, I want to im­
prove communication between 
the students, ASI and engineer­
ing societies, so that engineering 
students will have a strong voice 
in ASI. Engineering clubs are the 
main link to the students. I’m 
ready to motivate students to 
join these clubs to inform them 
on campus issues.
As social co-chairp>erson for 
the Pilipino Cultural Exchange, I 
have the networking abilities to 
be the liaison that Engineering 
needs. I am a minority student 
aware of ethnic issues. I have 
worked with the Ethnic Studies 
Coalition in developing the Eth­
nic Studies Program. I can give 
ASI a minority viewpoint, but it 
all comes down to what you, the 
engineering students, want.
Cws GunzaRz
I have been involved with 
many organizations. This year I 
am treasurer and fund-raising 
chair for Engineering Council, 
co-chair for sch(X)l visits and 
presentations for Poly Reps and 
a SiK'iety of Hispanic Profes­
sional Engineers member.
I feel this involvement gives 
me the knowledge and ex 
perience I need to represent the 
students. My main goal as direc­
tor will be to increase student in­
volvement and input to the 
Board. I care about student con­
cerns and know I can voice those 
concerns ns a Board member.
Marc Peters
I’m interested in promoting 
campus organizations. I feel 
academics is only a part of 
higher education. As a director, I 
would strive to make Poly a place 
for learning about life in practice 
as well as in theory.
From page
years of dorm government. 
One year I held the position of 
secretary and treasurer. I attend 
various club meetings and have 
spent two years on a college ten­
nis team. I appreciate your vote.
Josh Eaton
I have been involved in 
government, held numerous of­
fices and served on many com­
mittees. As I enter college I have 
begun to get involved with or­
ganizations like hall government 
and Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity. 
In addition to leadership ex­
perience, I feel I have qualities to 
aid me in this position: I am open 
and work well with others. I 
want to open the lines of com­
munication between ASI, Liberal 
Arts council and the students. I 
will put my strongest effort into 
representing students.
K e lly  G regor
As a journalism major, I real­
ize the importance of com­
munication. Providing a link be­
tween Liberal Arts students and 
ASI will be a priority.
In three years at Poly I’ve 
learned there are many oppor­
tunities to benefit students. It’s 
important to know what’s avail­
able and use these resources. By 
serving on the Board, I would 
like to represent Liberal Arts 
and see students take full ad­
vantage of all Poly can offer.
I have participated in major- 
related and extracurricular clubs 
and have government ex­
perience. This has taught me the 
skills I need to be an effective 
director.
Mat Iligbee
Statement prepared by cam­
paign manager Subliminal Man.
Liberal Arts is one of the most 
dynamic (absolute best) schools 
on campus. Representing many 
fields, the Sch<x)l has many op­
portunities to contributa to the 
cultural and intellectual environ­
ment of (we can rule) Poly. Along 
with this comc". the need for ac­
tive representation. This position 
requires someone (Mat Higbee) 
to keep a finger on the pulse of 
clubs and articulate their needs 
to (get stuff from) ASI. With two 
years of college leadership, in­
cluding speech and debate team 
captain, I am up to the chal­
lenge. (He seriously wants it)
Prgnt Hultqwigt
Poly demands a government 
to lead us where we need to go. 
Liberal Arts deserves nothing 
less than the most dedicated and 
innovative representation. With
so many candidates running for 
so few positions, you have to 
think, “Why Brent Hultquist?” 
The answer is simple. We are all 
affected by our school’s reputa­
tion. We cannot afford to com­
promise its, and our, reputation. 
This is why we need people who 
will assure the School, and Poly, 
representation that will keep us 
as leaders, not followers. Poly is 
the best, and you deserve the 
best: Brent Hultquist.
JeffPhiUips
My goal is to serve all stu­
dents. As a minority, I have been 
concerned with the lack of under­
represented students in ASI and 
at Poly. I will address and sup­
port issues that affect all stu­
dents. With rising fees, students 
deserve leaders with the wisdom 
to determine how their money 
should be spent and how a cer­
tain issue should be voted upon 
that affects all the students. I 
can best represent you because 
my success will be measured by 
voicing students’ needs. To me, 
this is more important than the
challenge of ASI itself.
Mike “Rock” Rockenstein
People often refer to making a 
difference, but what is missed is 
often direction. I intend to make 
a difference in my department, 
my school and most of all Cal 
Poly. The opportunity to serve 
you would be most gratifying. Of 
course, my objective is to serve 
you, not myself, in this rapacity. 
Having been associated with 
Poly for four years, I see the 
benefits and the work that still 
needs to be done. Let’s make Poly 
even better, through teamwork 
and guided leadership. Vote for 
cooperation, objectivity, and 
most of all, action. Elect Mike 
Rockenstein for Liberal Arts 
Director.
Kurt Schawbe
Our school has gone through 
many changes recently. With 
help from our Council and dean, 
recognition has been increased 
greatly among our peers. But we 
need increased visibility off cam­
pus. With the talent our sch(X)l 
can offer we should not have to 
search for jobs. On-campus 
recruitment must be increased. 
As your ASI rep I will encourage 
legislation to benefit our school. 
As president of the U.L.A. I have 
already been working on a moot 
court competition open to all 
majors. As your ASI rep I wll do 
my best to ensure results.
